FACULTY AND STAFF OF THE ORIENTAL INSTITUTE
July 1, 2002–June 30, 2003

EMERITUS FACULTY
Lanny Bell, Associate Professor Emeritus of Egyptology
Robert J. Braidwood†, Professor Emeritus, Prehistoric Archaeology
John A. Brinkman, Charles H. Swift Distinguished Service Professor Emeritus of Mesopotamian History,
j-brinkman@uchicago.edu, 702-9545
Miguel Civil, Professor Emeritus of Sumerology,
m-civil@uchicago.edu, 702-9542
Harry A. Hoffner, Jr., John A. Wilson Distinguished Service Professor Emeritus of Hittitology
& Editor of Chicago Hittite Dictionary Project,
h-hoffner@uchicago.edu, 702-9527
Erica Reiner, John A. Wilson Distinguished Service Professor Emeritus of Assyriology,
e-reiner@uchicago.edu, 702-9550
William M. Sumner, Professor Emeritus, Archaeology,
sumner.1@osu.edu
Edward F. Wente, Professor Emeritus of Egyptology,
e-wente@uchicago.edu, 702-9539

FACULTY
Robert D. Biggs, Professor of Assyriology & Editor of Journal of Near Eastern Studies,
r-biggs@uchicago.edu, 702-9540
Fred M. Donner, Professor of Islamic History,
f-donner@uchicago.edu, 702-9544
Peter F. Dorman, Associate Professor of Egyptology & Chairman of the Department of Near Eastern Languages and Civilizations,
p-dorman@uchicago.edu, 702-9533
Walter T. Farber, Professor of Assyriology,
w-farber@uchicago.edu, 702-9546
McGuire Gibson, Professor of Mesopotamian Archaeology,
m-gibson@uchicago.edu, 702-9525
Norman Golb, Ludwig Rosenberger Professor in Jewish History and Civilization,
n-golb@uchicago.edu, 702-9526
Gene B. Gragg, Professor of Near Eastern Languages,
g-gragg@uchicago.edu, 702-9511
FACULTY (cont.)

Stephen P. Harvey, Assistant Professor of Egyptian Archaeology (from 1/1/03),
  spharvey@uchicago.edu, 834-9761
Janet H. Johnson, Professor of Egyptology & Editor of Chicago Demotic Dictionary Project,
  j-johnson@uchicago.edu, 702-9530
Walter E. Kaegi, Professor of Byzantine-Islamic Studies,
  kwal@midway.uchicago.edu, 702-8346, 702-8397
Dennis G. Pardee, Professor of Northwest Semitic Philology,
  d-pardee@uchicago.edu, 702-9541
Robert K. Ritner, Associate Professor of Egyptology,
  r-ritner@uchicago.edu, 702-9547
Martha T. Roth, Professor of Assyriology & Editor-in-Charge of Chicago Assyrian Dictionary Project,
  m-roth@uchicago.edu, 702-9551
David Schloen, Assistant Professor of Syro-Palestinian Archaeology,
  d-schloen@uchicago.edu, 702-1382
Gil J. Stein, Professor of Near Eastern Languages and Civilizations & Director of the Oriental Institute,
  gstein@uchicago.edu, 702-4098
Matthew W. Stolper, John A. Wilson Professor of Assyriology,
  m-stolper@uchicago.edu, 702-9553
Theo van den Hout, Professor of Hittitology & Editor of Chicago Hittite Dictionary Project,
  tvdhout@uchicago.edu, 834-4688, 702-9527
Christopher Woods, Assistant Professor of Sumerology,
  woods@uchicago.edu, 834-8560
K. Aslıhan Yener, Associate Professor of Archaeology,
  a-yener@uchicago.edu, 702-0568

RESEARCH ASSOCIATES

Abbas Alizadeh, Senior Research Associate, Chogha Mish Project,
  a-alizadeh@uchicago.edu, 702-9531
Richard H. Beal, Senior Research Associate, Chicago Hittite Dictionary Project,
  r-beal@uchicago.edu, 702-3644
Linda Braidwood†, Research Associate (Prehistoric Project)
Timothy J. Collins, Research Associate, Chicago Assyrian Dictionary Project (until 8/31/02)
Stuart Creason, Research Associate, Syriac Archives Project,
  s-creason@uchicago.edu, 834-8348
Gertrud Farber, Research Associate, Sumerian Lexicon Project,
  g-farber@uchicago.edu, 702-9548
RESEARCH ASSOCIATES (cont.)

Thomas A. Holland, Research Associate, Tell es-Sweyhat Project & Managing Editor, Publications Office,
t-holland@uchicago.edu, 702-1240

W. Raymond Johnson, Research Associate (Associate Professor) & Field Director, Epigraphic Survey,
wr-johnson@uchicago.edu, 834-4355

Charles E. Jones, Research Associate & Research Archivist and Bibliographer
ce-jones@uchicago.edu, 702-9537

Fumi Karahashi, Visiting Instructor, Sumerian (until 9/23/02)

Mark Lehner, Research Associate, Giza Plateau Mapping Project,
MarkLehner@aol.com

Carol Meyer, Research Associate, Bir Umm Fawakhir Project,
c-meyer@uchicago.edu

Alice Mouton, Research Associate, Chicago Hittite Dictionary Project (as of 1/1/03),
alicemouton@hotmail.com, 702-9527

Jennie Myers, Research Associate, Chicago Assyrian Dictionary Project,
jmyers1@uchicago.edu, 834-9887

Clemens Reichel, Research Associate, Diyala Project,
cdreiche@midway.uchicago.edu, 702-1352

John Sanders, Senior Research Associate & Head, Computer Laboratory,
jc-sanders@uchicago.edu, 702-1352

Oğuz Soysal, Senior Research Associate, Chicago Hittite Dictionary Project,
o-soysal@uchicago.edu, 702-3644

Emily Teeter, Research Associate & Curator, Egyptian and Nubian Antiquities,
e-teeter@uchicago.edu, 702-1062

Joan Westenholz, Visiting Scholar, Chicago Assyrian Dictionary Project
702-9543

Donald Whitcomb, Research Associate (Associate Professor), Islamic and Medieval Archaeology,
d-whitcomb@uchicago.edu, 702-9530

Magnus Widell, Research Associate, Modeling Ancient Settlements System Project,
widell@uchicago.edu, 702-1407

Tony J. Wilkinson, Research Associate (Associate Professor), Regional and Environmental Archaeology,
t-wilkinson@uchicago.edu, 702-9552

Karen L. Wilson, Research Associate & Museum Director,
k-wilson@uchicago.edu, 702-9520
STAFF

Eleanor Barbanes, Project Manager and Assistant Curator for Reinstallation, Museum (until 9/26/02)

Denise Browning, Manager, Suq,  
da-browning1@uchicago.edu, 702-9509

Steven Camp, Associate Director, Finance and Administration (from 6/14/03),  
shcamp@uchicago.edu, 702-1404

Tim Cashion, Director of Development (until 10/4/02)

Laura D’Alessandro, Head, Conservation Laboratory, Museum,  
l-dalessandro@uchicago.edu, 702-9519

Margaret DeJong, Artist, Epigraphic Survey,  
702-9524

Evelien Dewulf, Administrative Assistant for Reinstallation (from 2/19/03),  
dewulf@babylon-orinst.uchicago.edu, 834-8950

Simrit Dhesi, Financial Manager (until 1/19/03)

Christina DiCerbo, Artist, Epigraphic Survey,  
702-9524

Markus Dohner, Museum Installation Coordinator,  
mdohner@uchicago.edu, 702-9516

Debora Donato, Director of Development (from 1/6/03),  
ddonato@uchicago.edu, 834-9775

Catherine Dueñas, Volunteer Services Coordinator,  
cduenas@babylon-orinst.uchicago.edu, 702-1845

Wendy Ennes, Teacher Services and Family Projects Coordinator, Museum Education,  
wennes@uchicago.edu, 834-7606

Terry Friedman, Volunteer Services Coordinator,  
et-friedman@uchicago.edu, 702-1845

Jean Grant, Photographer, Museum,  
jm-grant@uchicago.edu, 702-9517

Lamia Hadidy, Conservator, Epigraphic Survey (from 11/1/02 until 3/03),  
702-9524

Lotfi Hassan, Conservator, Epigraphic Survey,  
702-9524

Harold Hays, Epigrapher, Epigraphic Survey,  
h-hays@uchicago.edu, 702-9524

Thomas A. Holland, Managing Editor, Publications Office & Research Associate,  
t-holland@uchicago.edu, 702-1240
STAFF (cont.)

Carla Hosein, Financial Manager, cchosein@uchicago.edu, 834-9886

Helen Jacquet, Egyptologist Consultant, Epigraphic Survey, 702-9524

Jean Jacquet, Architect Consultant, Epigraphic Survey, 702-9524

Charles E. Jones, Research Archivist and Bibliographer & Research Associate, ce-jones@uchicago.edu, 702-9537

Hiroko Kariya, Conservator, Epigraphic Survey, 702-9524

Jen Kimpton, Librarian and Epigrapher, Epigraphic Survey (from 12/6/02), 702-9524

Yarko Kobylecky, Photographer, Epigraphic Survey, 702-9524

Maria Krasinski, Education Programs Assistant, Museum Education and Public Programming, mck@babylon-orinst.uchicago.edu, 702-9507

Carole Krucoff, Head, Public and Museum Education, c-krucoff@uchicago.edu, 702-1845

Rebecca Laharia, Membership Director (from 1/2/03), rlaharia@uchicago.edu, 702-9513

John Larson, Museum Archivist, ja-larson@uchicago.edu, 702-9924

Susan Lezon, Photo Archivist and Photographer, Epigraphic Survey, 702-9524

Erik Lindahl, Gallery Preparator, Museum, lindahl@uchicago.edu, 702-9516

Jill Carlotta Maher, Assistant to the Director of the Epigraphic Survey, 702-9524

J. Brett McClain, Epigrapher, Epigraphic Survey, jbmclain@uchicago.edu, 702-9524

Linda McLarnan, Manuscript Editor, Chicago Assyrian Dictionary Project, l-mclarnan@uchicago.edu, 702-9543

Kathy Mineck, Research Project Professional, Chicago Hittite Dictionary Project, kmineck@uchicago.edu, 702-9527

Vanessa Muros, Assistant Conservator, Conservation Laboratory, Museum, muros@babylon-orinst.uchicago.edu, 702-9519
STAFF (cont.)

Marlin Nassim, Accountant, Epigraphic Survey,
702-9524

Emily Napolitano, Assistant to the Director, Epigraphic Survey,
e-napolitano@uchicago.edu, 702-9524

Susan Osgood, Artist, Epigraphic Survey,
702-9524

Safinaz Ouri, Financial Manager, Epigraphic Survey,
702-9524

Florence Ovadia, Suq Assistant,
702-9510

Vicki Parry, Contract Conservator, Conservation Laboratory (until 9/22/02)

Conor Power, Structural Engineer, Epigraphic Survey,
702-9524

Henri Riad, Egyptian Egyptologist Consultant, Epigraphic Survey,
702-9524

James Riley, Engineer and Conservation Assistant, Epigraphic Survey,
702-9524

Dany Roy, Stonecutter, Epigraphic Survey,
702-9524

John Sanders, Head, Computer Laboratory & Senior Research Associate,
jc-sanders@uchicago.edu, 702-0989

William Schenck, Artist, Epigraphic Survey (until 5/15/03)

Margaret Schröeder, Security Supervisor, Museum,
m-schroeder@uchicago.edu, 702-9522

Joe Scott, Preparator, Museum (until 4/27/03)

Edythe Seltzer, Typist, Chicago Assyrian Dictionary Project,
702-9543

Randy Shonkwiler, Epigrapher, Epigraphic Survey,
702-9524

Elinor Smith, Photo Archives Assistant, Epigraphic Survey,
702-9524

William Stafford, Mount Maker, Museum,
702-9516

John Stewart, Conservator, Epigraphic Survey,
702-9524

Emily Teeter, Curator, Egyptian and Nubian Antiquities & Research Associate,
e-teeter@uchicago.edu, 702-1062
FACULTY AND STAFF

STAFF (cont.)

Raymond Tindel, Registrar and Senior Curator, Museum,
  r-tindel@uchicago.edu, 702-9518

Nicole I. Torres, Assistant to the Director,
  nitorres@midway.uchicago.edu, 834-8098

Thomas Urban, Senior Editor, Publications,
  t-urban@uchicago.edu, 702-5967

Paula von Bechtolsheim, Managing Editor, Journal of Near Eastern Studies,
  702-9592

Elliott Weiss, Assistant Preparator, Museum (until 12/2/02)

Karen L. Wilson, Museum Director & Research Associate,
  k-wilson@uchicago.edu, 702-9520

Alison Whyte, Assistant Conservator, Conservation Laboratory, Museum,
  aawhyte@uchicago.edu, 702-9519

† Denotes Deceased